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Abstract—Ever increasing data size and new requirements
in data processing has fostered the development of many new
database systems. The result is that many data-intensive applications are underpinned by different engines. To enable data
mobility there is a need to transfer data between systems easily
and efficiently. We analyze the state-of-the-art of data migration
and outline research opportunities for a rapid data transfer. Our
experiments explore data migration between a diverse set of
databases, including PostgreSQL, SciDB, S-Store and Accumulo.
Each of the systems excels at specific application requirements,
such as transactional processing, numerical computation, streaming data, and large scale text processing. Providing an efficient
data migration tool is essential to take advantage of superior
processing from that specialized databases. Our goal is to build
such a data migration framework that will take advantage of
recent advancement in hardware and software.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The amount of available data for analysis is growing exponentially due to an abundance of data sources, such as
smart cities deploying sensors, IoT and personal devices capturing daily activity, human curated datasets (e.g. OpenMaps
or Wikipedia), large-scale collaborative data-driven science,
satellite images, multi-agent computer systems, and open
government initiatives. This abundance of data is diverse both
in format (e.g. structured, images, graph-based, matrix, timeseries, geo-spatial, and textual) and the types of analysis
performed (e.g. linear algebra, classification, graph-algorithms,
and relational-algebra). Such diversity results in related data
items existing in a variety of database engines. For example,
Figure 1 depicts data from the medical dataset MIMIC II [1],
which contains structured patient data, text-based doctor notes,
waveform data from medical devices, and alert data to monitor
a patient’s vital signs.
To support diverse types of data and analysis tasks, scientists
and analysts often rely on ad-hoc procedures to integrate disparate data sources. This typically involves manually curating
how data should be cleaned, transformed, and integrated, a
process referred to as extract, transform, and load (ETL). Such
processes are brittle and time-consuming. Additionally, they
involve moving all data and computation into a single system
to perform the analysis, which usually is a system not ideal
for all required computation. Examples include transforming
graph oriented data into a relational database for analysis, or
transforming sensor data into a distributed data flow system

(e.g. Spark) to perform linear algebra. The target system is
often chosen for familiarity reasons or that some perceived
majority of data already resides on the system. Ideally, any
sub-part of the analysis process would be executed on the
optimal systems with the results collated based on minimizing
data movement. However, most analysts and programmers are
not well equipped to manage a plethora of systems, robustly
handle the transformations between systems, nor identifying
the right system for the task.
To address these limitations, Polystores simplify the
use of disparate data management systems by seamlessly
and transparently integrating underlying systems with a
unified interface to users. Several recent systems explore
integration of relational analytic databases with distributed
data flow environments, such as Hadoop or Spark [2]–
[4]. In these systems, the relational engines are often
used as accelerators for certain tasks. As an alternative
approach, researchers at the Intel Science and Technology
Center (ISTC) for Big Data have proposed BigDAWG as
a polystore to integrate a wide variety of data systems,
such as relational databases, array databases, streaming
databases, and graph databases. To balance the issues of
system transparency (or mapping datasets to engines) and
functionality, BigDAWG relies on Islands of Information that
are each a collection of engines, query operators, and shims
to transform data between underlying engines. Users express
queries in terms of ISLANDS instead of learning underlying
languages or APIs. For example, a user may issue queries
such as
ARRAY( transpose(SENSOR_DATA14))
or
RELATIONAL(select names from patients
where age = 24).
Regardless of the type of polystore utilized, all systems
that unify disparate data processing frameworks face the issue
of data transformation and migration in two common ways.
First, to migrate data when a workload change results in poor
performance due to the incorrect mapping of items to engines.
Second, to transfer partial results of query executions, for
example, a final output of a MapReduce job could be transferred to a relational database and joined with data selected
from a table [2], [3]. In either case, when one system requires
some data objects from another system, a logical and physical
transformation must occur to cast the data between systems.
Casting data between systems is an expensive procedure due

highlights the various components in Portage to implement
these four steps.

Fig. 2. Framework components for Portage.

Fig. 1. The match of types of data with database models for: PostgreSQL (a
row-oriented relational database), Accumulo (a key-value store), SciDB (an
array database) and S-Store (a streaming database).

to parsing, serialization/deserialization, and extensive I/O to
migrate data. To address this key issue, we propose Portage as
a system to provide data transformation and migration between
independent database instances. Currently, Portage supports a
diverse set of database engines shown in Figure 1, including
PostgreSQL (a row-oriented relational database) [5], Accumulo (a key-value store) [6], SciDB (an array database) [7] and
S-Store (a streaming database) [8]. We focus on data migration
between these systems.
In the remainder of the paper we discuss research challenges
being explored in Portage. Section II outlines Portage’s migration framework. Section III discusses the use of physical
migration in the context of a relational and array-oriented
database. Secion IV highlights how to enable parallel migration, presents migration in different data formats, and discusses
adaptive migration for data stored in a distributed data-flow file
system. Lastly, in Section V we discuss related work and in
Section VI we describe future directions.
II. DATA M IGRATION F RAMEWORK
A data migration and transformation typically involves four
steps. First, the appropriate data items must be identified
and extracted from the underlying engine. Depending on the
system, this may involve directly reading a binary file, accessing objects in memory, or streaming data from a distributed
storage manager. Second, the data must be transformed from
the source database to the destination database. This involves
both a logical transformation to change the data model and a
physical transformation to change the data representation so
the destination engine can operate on the data. Examples of the
logical transformation include converting relational data to an
array, or extracting a schema from a key-value store to build a
relational format. To limit the scope of this work, we assume
that the logical transformation is provided by the polystore.
The physical transformation may be to a common shared
format or directly to the destination’s binary format. Third,
the transformed data must be migrated between the machines.
Depending on the instance locations and the infrastructure
available, this step could involve use of pipes, sockets, files,
shared memory, or remote direct memory access (RDMA).
Lastly, the destination engine must load the data. Figure 2

III. P HYSICAL M IGRATION
A general approach to physical data migration is to use a
common format, such as CSV. We compare this approach with
data migration in binary formats that includes intermediate
transformation (between different binary formats) and direct
migration in which both ends of the migration task process
the same binary format. The three methods are presented in
Fig. 3 and are detailed in this section.
Many databases support bulk loading and export of data
in a CSV format. However, this process is compute bound
with parsing (finding new line and field delimiters) and deserialization (transformation from text to binary representation)
constituting the biggest consumers of CPU cycles. As shown
in Fig. 3, CSV migration (top yellow line) is very slow with
respect to other methods. Here, we migrate waveform data
from the MIMIC-II dataset [1] from PostgreSQL to SciDB.
This is a common case where CSV migration is easy to
implement, but inherently slow.
Another approach is to migrate data using binary formats
(middle blue line in Fig. 3). An intermediate binary transformation (external connector) is required, since there are different binary formats used by databases. Binary transformation
requires conversion of data types. For example, SciDB’s data
types represent a subset of PostgreSQL’s data types and the
mapping between the data types has to be specified explicitly
by the logical transformation. The binary migration with
intermediate transformation is 3X faster than CSV migration
when migrating data from PostgreSQL to SciDB. Nonetheless,
this approach suffers from an extra conversion, so a natural
question to explore is having only a single binary format for
data transfer.
The third approach is to use a binary format which can
be processed by both source and destination databases. Here,
we change the source code of PostgreSQL to export binary
data in SciDB’s format and load the data directly to SciDB
without intermediate transformation. This method (presented
as the bottom red line in Fig. 3) enables us to achieve about
4X faster data migration than the CSV one. To understand the
results using the three approaches, we analyze each step of
the data migration process as depicted in Fig. 2.
The CSV migration from the Fig. 3 is split into CSV export
and CSV load (two first yellow columns in Fig. 4). The CSV
loading is slow because of parsing and deserialization [9].
In the second case, we use our data migrator as an external
connector for intermediate binary transformation. The three
blue columns in Fig. 4 correspond to the blue line in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Breakdown of data migration from PostgreSQL to SciDB (flat array)
for waveform data of size 10 GB (PSQL denotes PostgreSQL).

In this case, the export is slower than loading. We argue that
this unexpected situation is caused by bloated binary format
in PostgreSQL (with data in PostgreSQL binary format often
larger than in CSV format) and a concise SciDB binary format.
Finally, we present the direct binary migration with only two
phases: export and load (presented as two last red columns
in Fig. 4). When we modify PostgreSQL to export data
directly in SciDB binary format, the export time is faster
than binary loading to SciDB. The direct binary migration
is the fastest approach due to the concise binary data format
and no need for any intermediate transformation. However,
there is a trade-off between performance and being userfriendly. The more metadata we put in the binary format, the
slower the loading/export is because of bigger data size and
additional processing. On the other hand, we can verify the
data during migration process and if there is any error then
we can determine the exact row and column where it occurred.
It is worth noting that we also explore use of archival
formats, but due to space and comparable performance we
omit the results from this paper.
IV. T HE OPTIMIZATION OF DATA MIGRATION
We can optimize the migration and transformation process
using many techniques, such as dynamic compression, parallelism, rate-limiting, and adaptive extraction. In this section,
we focus on parallelism and adaptive data migration.

Many databases can load data in parallel from separate
clients. For instance, the input data that should be loaded to a
single table in a database could be provided as a collection of
files (instead of one single file for the whole table). However,
many databases do not support parallel data export. This
section presents how we enable parallel export in PostgreSQL.
The default implementation of data export from PostgreSQL
executes a full table scan, processes data row by row, and
outputs a single file. This process could be parallelized in two
ways. The logical approach is to distribute the rows from a
table in a round-robin fashion to separate files. This approach
guarantees that the sizes of the output files will be almost
the same (with possible small differences of a single row
size). However, this requires each of the clients to fully scan
the same table, even though a part of the processed data is
eventually exported. The physical approach distributes data on
the level of pages, which every database table is organized into.
The pages can be distributed in round-robin fashion to separate
files. The sizes of the output files are also evenly distributed
with possible differences of a single page size. Each client
processes and exports (to a single file) part of a table (subset of
its pages), instead of the whole table. Additionally, batches of
pages are processed by each client to improve sequential I/O.
The sequence (batch) size is a parameter that has to be found
experimentally or provided by a database optimizer, which can
use statistics on number of rows in a table and number of rows
per page, so that output data files are similarly sized.
To illustrate our method, we compare the read patterns
from disk for traditional extraction from PostgreSQL and our
modified page-wise version. To capture the disk traces we
use iosnoop1 . For this experiment, we export a single lineitem
table from the TPC-H benchmark (scale factor 1) [10]. Fig. 5
presents the original version of the COPY command with
export from PostgreSQL. There is a single thread which reads
the table block by block. Our modified version of the COPY
command shown in Fig. 6 uses four concurrent clients (each
client is represented as a different color). The blocks read by
separate clients do not overlap. Our modified version of COPY
completes the export task about 2X faster than the original
version because it more effectively utilizes resources (CPU
and storage read bandwidth). A key question we are exploring
in Portage is how much parallelism should be applied to a
migration and transformation process?
B. Parallel Migration from S-Store
The streaming main-memory database S-Store combines the
best of two worlds: fast binary export and parallel processing.
Here, the data is partitioned which enables us to extract each
partition in a separate process. We enhance the S-Store export
utility to directly transform its internal data representation to
a required external binary format. The transformations occur
internally in S-Store, so there is no need for the external
transformation.
1 http://www.brendangregg.com/blog/2014-07-16/iosnoop-for-linux.html
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Fig. 7. Data migration from S-Store to PostgreSQL and SciDB (data from
TPC-C [11] benchmark of size about 10 GB).

This experiment compares performance of data extraction
from S-Store and direct data loading to PostgreSQL and
SciDB. The goal of the experiment is twofold. First, we
compare extraction from S-Store in three formats: CSV,
PostgreSQL binary, and SciDB binary. Second, we test the
performance of parallel data migration as a function of number
of partitions in S-Store. The results presented in Fig. 7.
show that binary migration is much faster than a CSV-based
migration for low degrees of parallelism, however, the speed
of two methods converges as parallelism increases.
As CSV migration is CPU bound, it scales better with more
cores than binary migration. This is due to increased CPU
cycles for parsing and deserialization. The main benefit of
using the binary format is the elimination of the CPU intensive
tasks. The single-threaded migration from S-Store to SciDB
in CSV format is about 3X slower than binary migration
(for TPC-C data when loading to SciDB is executed from
a single instance). On the other hand, the binary migration
to PostgreSQL is only about 20% faster than CSV migration
because of PostgreSQL’s bloated binary format. When enough
CPU cycles are available for CSV migration, performance
difference between CSV and binary migration is negligible.
However, the requirement of even data distribution and available cores for CSV migration cannot be fulfilled in many cases,

Accumulo is a distributed, persistent, multidimensional
sorted map, based on the BigTable system [12], with finegrained access control. Accumulo adopts diametrically different architecture than other systems which we discussed.
Data must be sorted and this can be done externally using
MapReduce job, which incurs long start-up time, or directly
via a programming interface. We explore two data loading/extraction methods in Accumulo and decide when each
should be used.
Batch-Writer/Scanner is an internal part of the API provided
by Accumulo. For batch-writer, one client first reads data from
PostgreSQL and connects to an Accumulo master server to
request information about tablet (e.g. chunk or shard) servers.
The client then writes data to one tablet server. If the size of
one tablet increases above a specified threshold, this tablet is
split into two tablets and one of them is migrated to another
tablet server for load balancing.
Accumulo requires all records to be sorted by row ID. One
method is to directly load unsorted data (using Batch-Writer)
and let Accumulo itself complete the ordering task. However,
when faced with many records this method is costly since the
whole dataset is reshaped, which incurs many network and
disk I/O operations. Therefore, direct data loading of unsorted
data is only effective for small amount of data. An alternative
method is to load pre-sorted data to Accumulo. This requires
the data-migration framework to take the responsibility for
sorting data during its execution. Considering the distributed
nature of Accumulo, we can order data in a MapReduce
job during data migration. However, this method is only
effective when loading large amount of data since overheads
of distributed computing frameworks themselves are relatively
high when used to process small amount of data. Therefore,
we have to find a cutoff point (in terms of data size) in which
we should switch from Batch-Writer to MapReduce job.
We compare performance between Batch-Writer/Scanner
and MapReduce job in Accumulo for data migration by
varying size of TPC-H data [10]. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show
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Fig. 8. From PostgreSQL to Accumulo (Small data size)

the experimental results of migrating data from PostgreSQL
to Accumulo. When the dataset is small, Batch-Writer is
slightly better than MapReduce (shown in Fig. 8) because of
the overheads of launching MapReduce job. However, when
the data size increases beyond 0.2 GB, MapReduce runs
faster. Similar experiment was carried out for migration from
Accumulo to PostgreSQL. For small data sizes, Batch-Scanner
performs better than MapReduce but MapReduce indicates
better performance when the data size is greater than 2 GB.
Ongoing research is exploring active learning to identify the
cut-offs for selecting the optimal loading method when more
than one is available.
V. R ELATED WORK
Here we present related research on data loading, extraction and migration in the context of traditional relational
databases, main-memory databases, high performance sharednothing databases, and data warehouses.
The live datastore transformation proposed in [13] is a
general framework for data migration, but presents migration
only in one direction: from MySQL to Cassandra. The authors
devise a canonical model which is a general intermediate form
for data migration between any two databases. The canonical
model resembles relational model. This allows new databases
via implementing the transformation from the database to
the canonical model. However, such an approach adds an
additional overhead.
Instant loading [14] is based on a scalable bulk loader for
main-memory systems. It is designed to parallelize the loading
phase of the HyPer in-memory database [9] by utilizing
vectorization primitives (SIMD instructions) to eagerly load
CSV datasets as they arrive from the network. It applies taskand data- parallelization on every stage of data loading phase
to fully leverage the performance of modern multi-core CPUs
and reduce the time required for parsing and deserialization.
Additionally, instant loading also considers the problem of
bulk creation of index structures and proposes the use of
merge-able index structures. Disk-based database systems can
also benefit from vectorized algorithms proposed by instant
loading to reduce the CPU processing cost.
Sridhar, et al. [15] present the load/extract implementation
of dbX, a high performance shared-nothing database system
that can be deployed on commodity hardware systems and the
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Fig. 9. From PostgreSQL to Accumulo (Big data size)

cloud. To optimize loading performance the authors apply a
number of techniques: (i) asynchronous parallel I/O for read
and write operations, (ii) force every new load to begin at
a page boundary and use private buffers to create database
pages to eliminate lock costs, (iii) use a minimal WAL log,
and (iv) force worker threads to check constraints on column
values. In our work, we also decreased the loading time for
PostgreSQL and Accumulo by setting a minimal level of writeahead logging (WAL).
While Portage is focusing on building efficient custom endpoints for a set of specific database engines, PipeGen [16]
explores the use of a general-synthesized approach to automatically build data pipes based on existing unit tests for import/export. PipeGen enhances Java DBMSs, optimizes CSV
and JSON formats, and uses Arrow as an intermediate format
for network transfer. Portage uses named pipes to avoid data
materialization via the disk and exploits native binary formats.
MISO [2] is a polystore system that combines Hadoop with
a data warehouse. The main motivation is to run big data
exploratory queries in a Hadoop environment and use the spare
capacity of a data warehouse to speed up the queries. One of
the crucial parts of MISO is to decide what data and when
should be transferred to the data warehouse. The MISO tuner
is responsible for computing a new multi-store design which
would minimize future workload cost. It uses a heuristic that
takes as input the observed workload, budgets for storages (in
data warehouse and Hadoop), and transfer as well as previous
multistore design with new materialized views. The MISO
Tuner Algorithm consists of 4 steps: (i) calculate benefit of
each separate view, (ii) compute interacting sets of views,
(iii) sparsify the sets, and (iv) pack the MISO knapsacks. The
MISO approach was able to give insight into data about 3 times
faster than the sole use of a data warehouse or Hadoop. The
MISO system can selectively migrate the data from Hadoop
to data warehouse and argues that: current approaches to
multistore query processing fail to achieve the full potential
benefits of utilizing both systems due to the high cost of data
movement and loading between the stores. We address exactly
this problem in our data migrator.
VI. F UTURE W ORK
We plan to incorporate other databases to extend the range
of data formats. Once we have a full set of binary connectors
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
Data migration is an inherent part of polystore systems,
however, the data movement is costly and slow. In this
paper, we introduce Portage - a performant data migration
framework. While we present initial optimizations, we are
exploring several research questions. We show that the binary
migration can be much more performant than CSV migration.
The parallelism is the key for faster CSV migration and can be
enabled when the data is exported and imported in chunks by
both ends of the migration process. The adaptivity is another
interesting branch of our work which we want to research
further on the level of resource usage.
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